Abstract-Subgraph pattern matching is fundamental to graph analytics and has wide applications. Unfortunately, high computational complexity limits the robustness guarantees of existing algorithms: they do not scale for modern large graph datasets and/or they have limitations in terms of accuracy or in terms of the intricacy of the patterns supported. We present algorithms, theory, and empirical evidence that iteratively eliminating vertices that do not meet local constraints dramatically reduces the search space for pattern matching in real-world graphs, and demonstrate a scalable implementation of our algorithms. We additionally identify the characteristics of patterns for which every non-eliminated vertex participates in a match. These techniques are an essential step to enable scalable, practical solutions for robust pattern matching in large-scale labeled graphs. We demonstrate the advantages of the proposed approach through strong and weak scaling experiments on massive-scale real-world (up to 257 billion edges) and synthetic (up to 2.2 trillion edges) graphs and at scales (256 compute nodes with 6,144 processors) orders of magnitude larger than those used in the past for similar problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graph pattern matching, that is, finding subgraphs that match a small template graph within a massive background graph, is fundamental to graph analysis and has applications in multiple areas such as social networks [1] , bioinformatics [2] , and information mining [3] . A 'match' can be defined in multiple ways and variants of this problem include exact and approximate matching [4] . Exact matching is related to subgraph isomorphism, a problem not known to have a polynomial time solution [5] .
As a refinement of exact matching problem, Berry et al. [6] introduced type-isomorphism in semantic graphs, that is, graphs where vertices and edges are labeled and a match identifies nodes or edges with the same label and adjacency structure in the template and the background graph. For realworld use cases: small template graphs (i.e., up to hundreds of vertices) yet, large real-world background graphs (i.e., graphs with billions of vertices, sparse, power-law degree distribution, and relatively uniform label distribution), algorithms based on heuristics are often able to determine whether a small template exists. Recently, several authors [1] , [4] , [7] have explored solutions in this space and demonstrated that labelbased matching is often practical and sufficient for real-world applications such as social network analysis.
Background. Today, most methods for exact or approximate matching follow foundational work based on the search- and-join approach introduced by Ullman [5] (see §II for related work). A fundamental limitation of this class of methods is that the number of possible join operations is combinatorially large, making its application to generic patterns and massive graphs, with billions or trillions of edges, impractical. Moreover, these methods are difficult to parallelize and are not practical to implement on top of vertex-centric frameworks (e.g., Giraph [8] , GraphLab [9] , HavoqGT [10] ), commonly adopted by today's large-scale, distributed memory machines.
Design Objectives. We aim to enable pattern matching on semantic graphs, whose vertices and edges are associated with a predefined type and/or label [6] . We aim for a solution that is highly-parallel, scalable, and caters to contemporary networked-data driven applications [4] , [11] . A key design constraint for our solution is to leverage existing generalpurpose graph processing frameworks targeting large distributed memory machines as they provide primitives with demonstrated flexibility to support a wide range of graph processing algorithms, have demonstrated good scalability when operating over a large number of nodes, and can accommodate massive graphs. As most of these frameworks are vertexcentric, our focus is on algorithmic solutions that have a natural vertex-centric description.
Approach. Figure 1 presents the algorithmic pipeline we have in mind. Our intuition is that, compared to discovering each instance of the pattern by exploring the entire graph using a tree-based search-and-join technique, it is typically cheaper to iteratively eliminate vertices and edges that do not meet the local constraints of the query pattern. Thus, we focus on identifying the set of vertices, T , that participate in matches by aggressively eliminating the copious numbers of vertices that cannot participate in a match. Should a user be interested in identifying each individual match in the background graph, or in computing the total number of matches, the existing highcomplexity algorithms can be used to operate over T at a lower cost, as this is generally much smaller than the set of vertices in the background graph.
This paper focuses on evaluating the feasibility and effectiveness of this mechanism over two directions. On the one side we are interested in understanding how far vertex pruning can go. To this end, we focus on an exact matching scenario targeting non-induced subgraphs (although we believe our technique can be generalized to various forms of approximate matching), design algorithms for aggressive pruning, and prove that for some template subclasses (acyclic or edge-monocyclic and with unique vertex labels), the resulting pruned list is a complete enumeration of all the vertices that participate in a match (see §VII). For more general templates, the pruned list is a superset. On the other side, we focus on the scalability of these algorithms on distributed memory machines and demonstrate ability to process massive-scale graphs of over 2.2 trillion edges on a large number of nodes in under two minutes, a set of properties that make this approach an appealing candidate for including in a humandriven pipeline for graph mining.
The algorithms we propose iterate over two phases. The first phase uses local information propagated from neighbors at a one-hop distance to eliminate a vertex when it does not meet the constraints specified by the pattern (see §IV-A). For example, for the pattern in Fig. 1 , in order to avoid elimination, each vertex with circle shape must have at least three neighbors of appropriate types who also have survived elimination. This iterative elimination process has roots in the well-known label propagation family of algorithms [12] , has per-vertex communication requirements similar to the PageRank [13] algorithm and gracefully fits within the vertex-centric model. In the second phase, the algorithms use a version of token passing [14] to probe for the existence of a required cycle (see §IV-B).
Contributions. This paper: (i) Presents a highly parallelizable, iterative vertex elimination technique that supports graph pattern matching ( §IV). We provide a theoretical correctness proof ( §VII) and define the scenarios in which our algorithm generates exact solution: for acyclic or edge-monocyclic template graphs (and independently from background graph size and topology).
(ii) Implements the proposed technique on top of HavoqGT [10] , a high-performance vertex-centric graph processing framework, thus enabling asynchronous processing and balanced scale-free graph partitioning, as detailed in §V. The implementation operates on the framework's native graph data structure and does not require any expensive preprocessing (e.g., substructure indexing as [15] ).
(iii) Demonstrates the applicability of this solution using real-world and synthetic datasets orders of magnitude larger than prior work ( §VI). We evaluate scalability through two experiments: first, a strong scaling experiment using real datasets, including the largest known webgraph whose undirected version has over 257 billion edges; secondly, a weak scaling experiment using synthetic, R-MAT generated graphs of up to 2.2 trillion edges, on up to 256 compute 
nodes (6,144 processors) . Finally, we demonstrate support for query patterns representative of practical queries and consider queries containing high frequency vertex labels, from ∼150 thousands up to ∼9.5 billions.
The advantage of the graph-pruning approach over the common tree-search method is highlighted when comparing with past work: Plantenga et al. [16] , the largest scale experiment to date, report search time in order of hours in a billion-edge graph on 64 compute nodes. Our implementation can identify all instances of comparable patterns on a graph with twice the edge count, on the same number of compute modes, in under a minute.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We aim to identify all structures within a large background graph, G, that are identical to a small template graph, G 0 . We describe general graph properties in relation to the background graph G; the same notation (also summarized in Table I for convenience) will be applied to G 0 throughout the paper.
A graph G(V, E) is a collection of n vertices V = {0, 1, ..., n − 1} and m pair-wise relationships between vertices, or edges (i, j) ∈ E, where i, j ∈ V. The first entry i is called the edge's source and the second j is the target. Although we develop techniques that are applicable more generally, here we only discus simple undirected graphs. A simple graph has no self edges (∀i ∈ V, (i, i) ∈ E) and no multiple edges (E is a set of edges). An undirected G satisfies (i, j) ∈ E if and only if (j, i) ∈ E. Vertex i's adjacency list, adj(i), is the set of all j such that (i, j) ∈ E. A vertex-labeled graph also has a set of n labels L of which each vertex i ∈ V has an assignment (i) ∈ L.
A walk W of length r in G is an ordered list of elements from E where source of each non-initial edge is the target of the previous edge, i.e.
The set of all walks from i to j is written {i j}. The hop
A connected graph has finite diameter. A walk that has no repeated vertices is a path and one with no repeated edges is a trail. An r-length path with i 0 = i r is a cycle, C. An acyclic graph has no cycles. We further characterize graphs with with cycles. Two disjoint cycles have no edge in common. Two distinct cycles have at least one edge not in common. We define the cycle degree of edge (i, j) ∈ E as the number of distinct cycles (i, j) is in, written δ (i,j) . The maximum cycle degree is
Throughout this paper, we will discuss two graph objects simultaneously, the template graph G 0 (V 0 , E 0 ) that is relatively small (n 0 := |V 0 | ≤ 100) and a large background graph G(V, E) (m := |E| is generally larger than 10 7 and sometimes as large as 10 12 ). For clarity, when referring to vertices and edges from the template graph, G 0 , we will use the notation q i ∈ V 0 and (q i , q j ) ∈ E 0 . We use subscript-0 for objects in this template graph (e.g. W 0 is a walk in G 0 ). Conversely, we will use v i ∈ V and (v i , v j ) ∈ E for vertices and edges from the background graph, G. When it is clear from context, we slightly abuse notation to avoid double subscripts, using q 0 or v 5 in place of q i0 or v i5 .
We assume G 0 is connected, because if G 0 has multiple components the matching problem can be easily reduced to solving it for each component individually.
Our goal is to find subsets of vertices S ⊂ V that exactly match the template, G 0 .
This paper proves that, for templates with unique labels the algorithms we propose have additional properties.
III. RELATED WORK
Models and Primary Techniques. Early work on graph pattern matching mainly focused on solving the problem of graph isomorphism [5] . The well-known Ullmann's algorithm and its extensions (in terms of join order and pruning strategies), e.g., VF2 [21] , belong to the family of tree-search based algorithms. These solutions focus on preserving strict structural isomorphic properties, which have been identified as being unnecessary for many practical applications [4] . For large graphs, a tree search that fails mid-way and has to backtrack and restart can be expensive. Efficient distributed implementation of this approach is difficult due to the costs associated with maintaining large intermediate search state across multiple physical nodes that participate in the search. SPARQL queries have been used for subgraph matching in RDF data [22] . A SPARQL query is disassembled into a set of edges and final results are constructed through multiway joins. SPARQL has less expressive power than general subgraph matching and the space for possible join operations can be huge [19] . Cypher, a declarative graph query language for the open-source graph database Neo4j, borrows expression approaches from SPARQL [23] .
Indexing frequent graph structures is an approach adopted by some in order to reduce the number of join operations and lower query response time, e.g., SpiderMine [15] . Unfortunately, for a billion-edge graph, this approach is infeasible. First, finding a large number of frequent substructures in a large graph is costly. Secondly, depending on template graph topology, the growth of the index size may be super-linear relative to the size of the graph [19] .
G-Ray is an approximate matching algorithm for finding subgraphs in time linear to the size of the background graph. It leverages random walk with restart [24] to measure the probability of an graph-edge being a match for an edge in the template [7] . In [1] , an approximate algorithm for top-k matching with early termination capability and its application in the context of social network analysis was presented.
Recently, based on graph simulation [25] , a new family of matching algorithms has been proposed [1] , [11] and [26] . As opposed to graph isomorphism, graph simulation algorithms relax matching constraints, e.g., matching based on vertex attributes and their connectivity constraints in the query [4] . Simulation-based algorithms have quadratic time-complexity and have been identified as a possible solution for emerging matching problems when large-scale graphs are involved [25] .
Distributed Graph Pattern Matching. A number of recent projects consider the challenging task of pattern matching on large-scale graphs on distributed systems. Table II summarizes the key differentiating aspects and the scale achieved.
Plantenga [16] , presents a MapReduce implementation of the walk-based algorithm for matching subgraphs, originally proposed in [6] . The implementation accommodates a rich set of constraints and can find both exact and inexact isomorphisms for a variety of small query graphs. This solution, however, requires O(m 0 ) bulk synchronous phases, which makes its applicability to large templates questionable. SAHAD [17] , is a MapReduce implementation of the color coding algorithm originally developed for counting non-induced tree substructures in protein-protein interaction networks. SAHAD follows a hierarchical sub-template explore-join approach which only works for tree-like patterns. Its application was presented only on graphs with up to ∼300M edges. Chakaravarthy et. al. [27] extended the color coding algorithm for subgraph counting to support patterns with cycles and presented a distributed implementation. However, they do not demonstrate the performance of their technique at scales that we are interested in. Sun et al. [19] , present an inexact subgraph matching algorithm based on an explore-join approach and demonstrate it on larger query graphs than that of [16] , yet not on real-world graphs and the inexactness of the algorithm can lead to large numbers of false positive matches. Gao et al. introduce another approximate matching algorithm based on explore-join [18] and evaluate it on even larger queries than in [19] . Two inexact matching algorithms based on graph simulation are introduced in [11] , [20] , although results from both are only presented on relatively small real-world graphs.
IV. OUR SOLUTION: ITERATIVE VERTEX ELIMINATION
Our goal is an algorithm that eliminates the vertices that cannot be included in any match S ∼ G 0 . This approach is motivated by viewing the template G 0 as specifying a list of implicit constraints that remaining vertices need to meet. Some classes of constraints are extremely easy to check due to their locality, while others are non-local and harder to check. For example, any vertex v whose label is not present in the template cannot be present in an exact match. A vertex in an exact match also needs to have edges to noneliminated vertices with each label prescribed in the adjacency structure of its corresponding template vertex. Such local constraints that involve a vertex and its neighborhood can be checked iteratively. We call this process Local Constraint Checking (LCC) and describe a serial version in §IV-A. For an acyclic template that meets Assumption 1, we guarantee LCC produces no false positives (see §VII), i.e., all selected vertices are part of at least one match.
For more general templates, however, LCC is not guaranteed to eliminate all non-matching vertices (see Fig. 3 ), and requires complementary routines that check constraints that are nonlocal. To this end, we consider matching cycles in G 0 , a process we dub Cycle Checking (CC) and describe in §IV-B. Figure 2 illustrates the complete workflow using an example.
These constraint checking routines iteratively eliminate vertices, refining a set T that always contains all vertices that are included in an exact match, T ⊃ S∼G0 S. The goal is to shrink T as aggressively as possible without throwing out any vertices that can participate in a match. Alg. 1 presents the overall iterative process. The rest of this section describes the serial algorithms for Local Constraint Checking (Alg. 2) and Cycle Checking (Alg. 3). The following sections describe the parallel versions of these two algorithms, their implementation and evaluation.
Algorithm 1 Vertex Elimination
Input: Template graph G0, background graph G Output: A vertex subset T ⊂ V containing exact matches 1: while Vertices are being eliminated from T do 2:
Refine T with Local Constraint Checking 3:
Refine T with Cycle Checking Algorithm 2 Local Constraint Checking (Serial Version)
ΔT ← 0 6:
//check local constraints 9:
ΔT ← ΔT − 1; break 13: if ΔT = 0 then break
A. Local Constraint Checking
Local constraint checking iteratively generates a sequence of vertex match functions,
where is a null value, which represents v not being part of any matching subset. Essentially, f k (v) = q means that, given the computed knowledge up to iteration k of our algorithm, vertex v ∈ V is still a possible match for vertex q ∈ V 0 . The f k (v) are related to φ −1 (v) with requirements similar to Definition 1, in the following sense. For k > 0, (i') The labels match: (f k−1 (v 1 )) = (v 1 ); and (ii') matching edges exist:
The algorithm excludes the vertices that do not have a corresponding label in the template, then, iteratively, excludes the vertices that do not have similarly labeled neighbours as in the template. More formally, the initialization of Alg. 2 defines f 0 for every v ∈ V. Every vertex v * ∈ V with a label not represented in G 0 is immediately eliminated, f 0 (v * ) = . Every other v ∈ V is assigned the unique q ∈ V 0 with matching label, f 0 (v) = q such that (v) = (q). Then the algorithm proceeds iteratively in step k, checking that the G-neighborhood of each v does not violate the constraints specified in the G 0 -neighborhood of f k−1 (v), and eliminates v if a single constraint is violated. For an acyclic template, this process is guaranteed to stop eliminating vertices after
Complexity. In each iteration, all active vertices visit all their respective neighbors. The worst case is when in each iteration only a few active vertices are eliminated and a large number of iterations is needed. In practice, for real-world scale-free graphs, the first few steps of LCC could reduce |V| by several orders of magnitude, yielding costs nowhere near the worst case bounds (e.g. see Fig. 8 for an example).
Discussion. Although in practice Alg. 2 aggressively removes a large part of T , this is largely data dependent. However, as we prove in §VII), for template graphs that respect Assumption 1 and are acyclic this phase produces the set of all vertices participating in an exact match and the whole process can stop here. For the general case, complementary processes that check higher-order constraints (edge/distance constraints) are needed to further ensure a minimal number of false positives remain in T .
For example, higher-order structure within G that would survive this phase, but does not contain the sought template, can be generated if the template contains a cycle. This happens if the background graph contains multiple unrolled cycles as in Fig. 3(a) and (b). There are several possible approaches to eliminate these structures; the next section describes a solution to directly check for cycles of the correct length.
B. Cycle Checking
We leverage a token passing approach to detect cycles of appropriate length (see Alg. 3). Let K 0 be a set of cycle constraints to be checked; these can be user-specified or generated automatically from the template. Each member
, we initiate tokens that are passed through edges in G 0 whose ends match the vertex labels in C 0 . After r steps we check to see if a self-issued token was received by each initial sender, thus completing an r-length cycle. Once all the cycles in K 0 have been verified, we remove all initiating vertices that do not receive their own tokens in the number of expected steps.
We note that K 0 should contain all orderings of each cycle (i.e., each cycle is presented r times starting with each participating vertex) to guarantee that each remaining vertex in T participates in each cycle in the template. In other words, each vertex participating in a cycle must issue tokens for that cycle. In practice, however, we use only a few members of K 0 per CC phase, and harness the more efficient aggressive elimination from the complementary LCC phases. Let (q0, q1) be the first edge in C0.
3:
// initialize cycles for all v0 ∈ T with (v0) = (qi) do
6:
A0 ← A0 ∪ {v0}
7:
A ← A ∪ {(v0, v0, 0)}
8:
// loop to process cycles 9:
for s = 1, 2, ..., |C0| do 10:
Let (qi, qj) be the s-th edge in C0.
11:
B ← ∅ 12: for every (v, v0, s − 1) ∈ A do 13:
if (qj) = (v ) then
15:

B ← B ∪ {(v , v0, s)}
16:
A ← B
17:
// remove vertices without the cycle 18: for every v0 ∈ A0 do search manner, yielding per-token worst-case time-complexity O(|V| + |E|). Let n t be an upper bound the number of token-issuing vertices in V for all cycles in K 0 . Note n t can be crudely bound by one-third of the number of the most abundant label in T , as the shortest cycle is a triangle, or n t ≤ |V|/3. Therefore, the time-complexity for checking all |K 0 | cycles is at worst O(|K 0 |n t (|V| + |E|)). For the majority of the cyclic query patterns, |K 0 | is expected to be orders of magnitude smaller than both n t and |V|, e.g., for a triangle pattern, |K 0 | = 3; hence, compared to the other terms, |K 0 | has much lesser influence on the overall complexity.
We observe that, in practice, the generated load is often low as the number of active vertices and edges drops drastically after the local constraint checking phase. These bounds highlight the importance of high selectivity in the local constraint checking phase.
Discussion. When used in conjunction the above two algorithms rapidly eliminate nearly all of the non-matching vertices in many cases. In §VII we demonstrate that these algorithms can guarantee that all remaining vertices in T participate in exact matches for template graphs that have unique labels (i.e., meet Assumption 1) and are either acyclic or edge-monocyclic. More generally, one needs additional complementary processes that check higher-order constraints (edge/distance constraints) to further ensure a minimal number of false positives remain in T . Figure 3(c) presents an example where every vertex in the proposed match in the middle of Fig. 3(c) participates in the correct cycles, yet no edge does. The proposed match on the right of Fig. 3(c) meets all vertex and edge cycle constraints, yet still does not contain a match, demonstrating that there are cases where checking higherorder, non-local constraints are necessary to guarantee no false positives.
V. SYSTEM DESIGN: PARALLEL ALGORITHMS AND DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION The serial algorithms described so far do not consider important implementation details required to harness parallelism and enable efficient memory access and communication.
The following section describes the distributed, vertex-centric implementations of the two algorithms on top of HavoqGT (Highly Asynchronous Visitor Queue Graph Toolkit) [10] , a MPI-based framework that supports implementing efficient graph algorithms in distributed environments. Pearce et al. [28] demonstrated that HavoqGT's asynchronous visitor abstraction and its implementation provide excellent scalability [29] [30] for several popular graph algorithms. HavoqGT's delegate partitioned graph evenly distributes the edges of each highdegree vertex, across the compute nodes to achieve load balancing; crucial to achieving scalability.
HavoqGT allows the implementation of graph algorithms as vertex-programs using an asynchronous visitor abstraction. The framework executes a user-defined vertex-program, called a visitor, on the traversed vertices and offers the ability to pass a visitor's state to other vertices [29] . The table below lists the visitor callback procedures and the state that need to be defined for algorithm implementation.
HavoqGT Visitor Interface pre visit Performs a preliminary evaluation and returns true if the visitation should proceed visit
Main visitor procedure vertex Store the state of the vertex to be visited
The visitor queue has two key primitives that may be used by a visitor or initiating algorithm: push(visitor) pushes a new visitor into the distributed queue, and do traversal() initializes and runs the asynchronous traversal to completion. When an algorithm needs to dynamically create new visitors, they are pushed onto the visitor queue using the push() procedure. When an algorithm begins, an initial set of visitors are pushed onto the queue, then the do traversal() procedure is invoked. The asynchronous traversal completes when all visitors have been processed, which is determined by a distributed quiescence detection algorithm.
A. Metadata Store
In this paper, we only consider vertex metadata (i.e., labels). Metadata is stored independent of the graph topology. At initialization, only the required attributes are read from the file(s) stored on a distributed file system. A light-weight distributed process builds the in-memory (or memory-mapped) metadata store. It ensures the metadata store is consistent with the topology of the HavoqGT's delegate partitioned graph [29] . On 256 nodes, for the Web Data Commons graph [31] , the metadata store can be built in under two minutes. Our implementation stores attributes as unsigned integers. For string attributes, we store their 64-bit hash representation.
B. The Query Template
The system accepts a template query in the form of an adjacency list. It also requires a map of each vertex ID in the template and its associated label. For the cycle checking phase, from the original template, we pre-compute the list of cycles for verification. In the current implementation, a walk is initiated from each vertex on each cycle, hence the inputs are all orderings of each cycle.
C. Distributed Algorithms
As described in the previous section, the proposed technique iterates over a sequence of two synchronous steps (Alg. 4): the local constraint checking (LCC) phase followed by cycle checking (CC). Invalidating a single vertex in either of these steps can trigger a cascading effect that ripples down the graph and may reveal additional invalid vertices and cycles, hence, the need to iterate. If a vertex is eliminated, at the end of a step, all the MPI processes are notified to perform another iteration. Alg. 5 lists the state maintained at each vertex and some initialization routines. 
Algorithm 4 Distributed Pattern Matching
1) Local Constraint Checking:
This phase is implemented as an iterative process (Alg. 6). Each iteration executes an asynchronous traversal by invoking the do traversal() method. Alg. 7 is the visitor implementation of the LCC vertex-program. When the execution begins, an initial set of visitors is created with msg type = init. If the metadata of a vertex in the graph is a match for the metadata of any vertex in the template, it creates visitors for all its neighbors with msg type = alive. When a vertex is visited with msg type = alive, it verifies whether the originating vertex v i satisfies one of its template constraints by invoking the function η j (v i ). In each iteration, if all the template constraints for a vertex are satisfied, it stays active (α(v j ) ← true) for the next iteration. Otherwise, the vertex is marked inactive (α(v j ) ← false) and never creates visitors again. Iterations continue until, at the end of a round, no vertex is marked inactive.
Message-complexity. In each iteration, a active vertex creates only one visitor per-neighbor, resulting in one message per directed edge of an active vertex. for all v k ∈ V do V ← set of vertices on a MPI rank 7: if α(v k ) = true and η k = false then 8: α(v k ) ← false vertex eliminated 9: else reset η k 's internal state for next iteration 10: barrier iterations are synchronous, hence the barrier 11: MPI AllReduce(α(v0), ..., α(vn−1)) required to handle delegates, the distributed edges of a high-degree vertex 12: while vertices are being eliminated global detection if α(vj) = false then return false 6: else if is delegate(vj) = true then return true if vj is a delegate vertex, it must forward the visitor to the controller 7: else invoke ηj(vi) return false if constraints are met, ηj's state is updated 8: procedure VISIT(G, vq) 9: if α(vj) = false then return false 10: if msgtype = init then 11: for all v k ∈ adj(vj) do 12: vis ← LCC VISITOR(v k , vj, alive) constructor 13: vq.push(vis) 14: return true 15: else if msgtype = alive then return true 2) Cycle Checking: This process iterates over K 0 , the set of cycle constraints to be checked and validates each cycle C 0 ∈ K 0 one at a time, as multiple instances of C 0 may exist in G. Cycle checking is implemented as single flow of computation (Alg. 8): token passing is carried out through an asynchronous traversal by invoking the do traversal() method. An active vertex v j ∈ G, initially a match for the source vertex q 0 of C 0 , broadcasts a token to all its neighbors. A map γ is used to track all the vertices that initiate a token. A token contains the token source vertex in G, a field storing the vertex forwarding the token and a hop count field initialized to one.
When an active vertex v j receives a token, it verifies whether its metadata is a match for the next entry in the C 0 , if it has received the token from a valid neighbor (with respect to entries in C 0 ), and that the current hop count is < |C 0 |. If these constraints are satisfied (i.e., η j returns true), v j sets itself as the forwarding vertex, increases the entry in the hop count field by one and broadcasts the token to all its neighbors. If any of the constraints are not met, a vertex immediately drops the token. If the current hop count is equal to |C 0 | and v j is the same as the source vertex in the token, a cycle has been found and v j is marked as 'found' in γ. Once verification of a cycle C 0 has been completed, the vertices that are not marked as found in γ are invalidated, i.e., α(v j ) ← false (Alg. 9).
Since the LCC phase removes the bulk of the invalid vertices, for efficiency reasons, we interleave cycle checking with local constraint checking (Alg. 9, lines 12 to 14): verification of each cycle constraints in K 0 is followed by a LCC phase.
Message-complexity. A vertex keeps track of each token it has received, and only forwards a single copy of a token. This means, a token is passed on the same edge at most two times (the source and destination vertices each forward once). Hence, the total message-complexity of the distributed cycle checking is O(|K 0 ||γ||E|).
3) Termination and Output.: For an acyclic pattern, the search terminates when no vertex is eliminated in an LCC iteration. For a cyclic pattern, the search terminates when all cycle constraints in K 0 have been verified and no vertex is eliminated in the following LCC phase. The output is a set of vertices that survived the iterative elimination process, this set of vertices could still possibly participate in a match. If the pattern has unique labels and acyclic or edge-monocyclic, then this is the eact set of vertices that participate in a match. For more general templates, two enhancements are possible but not provided by the current implementation: first, we could keep track and output for each vertex in the output the set of vertices in the template it could possibly match; and second, we could also maintain a set of active edges and output it. if α(vj) = false then return false 8: if ηj(vi) = true then return true 9: ηj ensures a token is not forward more than once 10: procedure VISIT(G, vq) 11: if α(vj) = false then return false 12: if msgtype = init and qj = q0 ∈ C0 then 13: for all v k ∈ adj(vj) do 14: vγ ← vj; r ← 1 vγ is the token source 15: add vj to γ 16: vis ← CC VISITOR(v k , vj, vγ, r, token) 17: vq.push(vis) CC VISITOR is the constructor 18: return true 19 :
if ηj(vi) = true and r = |C0| and vj = vγ then 21: γ(vj) ← found return true 22: else if ηj(vi) = true and r < |C0| then
23:
r ← r + 1 forward the token 24: for all v k ∈ adj(vj) do 25: vis ← CC VISITOR(v k , vj, vγ, r, token) 26: vq.push(vis) 27: return true VI. EVALUATION This section provides evaluation of the performance and scalability of our distributed pattern matching system. We present strong and weak scaling experiments on massive realworld and synthetic graphs. All runtime numbers provided are vq ← create visitor queue(G) 3: for all C0 ∈ K0 do 4: γ ← map of token source vertices in G for C0 5: vq.do traversal() 6 :
for all v k ∈ γ do 8: if γ(v k ) is not marked found then 9: α(v k ) ← false token source vertex eliminated 10: barrier 11: MPI AllReduce (α(v0), ..., α(vn−1) ) 12: if vertices have been eliminated then global detection 13: LOCAL CONSTRAINT CHECKING 14: barrier averages over 10 runs. We do not present scaling numbers for a single node as it does not involve network communication and benefits from data locality. We consider naturally occurring patterns and, unless otherwise specified, multiple instances of all the query patterns exist in the respective graphs.
Testbed. The testbed is the Catalyst cluster at at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, a 324 node experimental platform with Mellanox Infiniband interconnect. Each node has two 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2695v2 (2.4GHz) processors, 128GB of memory, and Intel 910 PCI-attached NAND Flash per node [32] . We run 24 MPI processes per node.
Datasets. We list the datasets used for evaluation below. All these graphs are undirected and two directed edges are used to represent each edge. The table presents the number of undirected edges.
Datasets Used for Evaluation Graph Type |V| |E| Web Data Commons [31] Real 3.5B 257B R-MAT up to Scale 36 [33] Synthetic 68B 2.2T
Web Data Commons (WDC) is a web-graph whose vertices are webpages and edges are hyperlinks between webpages. We create an undirected version of the graph. To create vertex labels, we extract the top-level domain names from the webpage URL, e.g., org, gov or edu. Total 2903 unique labels are distributed among 3.5B vertices.
The synthetic R-MAT graphs exhibit approximate power-law degree distribution similar to scale-free graphs. These graphs were created following the Graph 500 [34] standards: 2 Scale vertices with an edge factor of 16. For example, for a Scale 30 graph, |V| = 2 30 and |E| = 16 × 2 30 (approximately). We leverage degree information to create vertex labels, computed using the formula, (v i ) = log 2 (d(v i ) + 1)) . Figure 5 shows runtimes for weak scaling experiments using synthetic R-MAT graphs, up to Scale 36 graphs and on up to 256 nodes (6,144 cores). Figure 4 shows the query patterns used for these experiments. (Note that, to stress the system, the patterns have the most frequent labels in the graph). We see consistent scaling all the way to the trillion-edge Scale 36 graph. Runtime is broken down to the individual iteration level Fig. 4 . Chain and Tree patterns with numeric labels. For the R-MAT graphs, these labels cover at least 44% of the vertices, with 1 being the most frequent label (9.5B instances in the Scale 36 graph). These patterns were constructed following the R-MAT characteristic, i.e., high-degree vertices have low degree neighbors. to evaluate scaling and individual contribution of intermediate steps.
A. Weak Scaling Experiments
As a graph gets pruned, the subsequent iterations require less time. The figure includes (at the top of each bar) the final number of active vertices that participate in the respective patterns. Except for Scale 31 and 34, at least 0.25% of vertices in the respective graphs participate in the tree pattern while the chain pattern is much rarer. The slight inconsistencies in scaling, both runtime and number of vertices that are match for the template, are due to the inherent non-deterministic nature of R-MAT graph generation. Figure 7 shows the runtimes for strong scaling experiments using the WDC graph on up to 256 nodes (6,144 cores) and using the template queries presented in Fig. 6 and referred to as WDC-1, WDC-2, and WDC-3. Figure 7 shows the breakdown of time spent in each of the LCC and CC phases. We notice near perfect scaling for WDC-1 which is acyclic; hence, it does not invoke the CC phase. For the cyclic patterns WDC-2 and WDC-3, the earlier LCC phases scale almost linearly with increasing node count. However, the CC phases cannot always take advantage of more compute nodes. For WDC-2, on 64 nodes, 25% of the time is spent in the CC phases, while on 256 nodes it is 27%. This gets more expensive for WDC-3, on 64 nodes, 64% of the time is spent in the CC phases, while on 256 nodes it is 85%. Analysis shows that the presence of high-degree vertices in the token path prevents the CC phase from achieving good scaling (the WDC graph has vertices with degree over one million).
B. Strong Scaling Experiments
Explaining Performance. The runtime of the vertexelimination based approach improves as more vertices are invalidated early. This reduces the number of visitors created, hence reducing communication since a vertex remains alive as long as its local constraints are satisfied. It is possible, however, to have many vertices that are eventually eliminated but are not identified as invalid early and live through multiple iterations; often an unavoidable artifact of the query pattern. Figure 8 shows an example of this scenario. Although, compared to WDC-2, 1282× more vertices belong to WDC-1, i.e., more examples of WDC-1 are present in the graph, WDC-2 takes 3.8× longer to complete the search (on 256 nodes, Fig. 7 ). WCD-2 requires 33 iterations, compared to the six required by WDC-1. After rapid vertex elimination in the first 12 iterations, an additional 21 iterations (although short lived) are required to eliminate the remaining 152 invalid vertices. On 1,536+ processors, the processing rate in these later iterations becomes network-bound. This explains why we do not see perfect scaling for WDC-2. After the first LCC iteration, WDC-3 is mainly bottlenecked by the high cost of CC, as it has ∼82K vertices participating in a cyclic pattern.
To understand what properties of the graph and the query pattern influence performance, we have carried out additional experiments. Here, we briefly discuss our findings. We observe that performance of our graph pruning based pattern matching technique is influenced by the distribution of the metadata and concentration of the query subgraph in the graph. When coupled with a balanced graph partitioning technique, the influence of the graph topology is insignificant for the most part. When a pattern is abundant in the graph, a larger percentage of the vertices remain active and participate in communication throughout. The proposed technique, however, is particularly sensitive to the size and topology of the query subgraph. Patterns with larger diameters tend to require more iterations to complete the search (chain vs tree pattern in Fig.  5 ). Simpler patterns have fewer local constraints to satisfy; often leading to a large quantity of intermediate matches, thus requiring more iterations. Cyclic patterns rely on the CC phase to identify invalid cycles which has higher message complexity leading to worse scaling.
VII. THEORETICAL GUARANTEES
We present a few simple and useful results that characterize the output of Alg. 1. First, we demonstrate that Alg. 2 will not throw out any vertices that are in an exact match, we then provide an upper bound for the number of iterations Alg. 2 needs to be run when the template is acyclic and demonstrate that the remaining vertices are all part of at least one exact match. We finally prove similar properties for edge monocyclic templates. Proof. Let v 1 be any vertex in S. By Def. 1, there exists a bijective mapping, φ, from V 0 onto S. The matching function is initialized as f 0 (v 1 ) = φ −1 (v 1 ) = q 1 , and no vertex in S is thrown out by initial checking of labels. Now, assume f k (v 1 ) = q 1 and no vertex in S was eliminated in the k-th iteration. For any q 2 ∈ adj(q 1 ), (q 1 , q 2 ) ∈ E 0 , and we require a vertex with label (q 2 ) in adj(v 1 ). By Def. 1 (ii), we have (v 1 , φ(q 2 )) ∈ E. Further by Def. 1(i) (φ(q 2 )) = (q 2 ), and the constraint associated with (q 1 , q 2 ) is met. All constraints are satisfied, so f k+1 (v) = q 1 and v 1 is not eliminated at the (k + 1)-th iteration. This is similar for all other vertices in S, so v 1 will never be eliminated.
It is straightforward to see that Alg. 3 will not throw out any vertices that are in an exact match.
After r iterations, the vertices left seem like plausible matches in the sense that the same r-length walks (in terms of labels) can be taken from a surviving vertex as a correspondingly labeled vertex in the template. q 1 ), (q 1 , q 2 ) , ..., (q r−1 , q r )} be an rlength walk starting at q 0 in the undirected version of the template,
Lemma 2 is extremely useful. For acyclic graphs, it helps us derive the maximum number of iterations that can be taken before no more vertices are eliminated. Proof. Because G 0 is acyclic, this is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.
Additionally, Lemma 2 shows that when G 0 has unique labels and is acyclic, Alg. 2 successfully removes all vertices from G that do not participate in an exact match. When G 0 is not acyclic, Alg. 3 is also employed. However, checking cycle participation for vertices is not enough to guarantee that there are no false positive vertices T after completing Alg. 1. (see Fig. 3(c) , the torus on the far right, for a simple pathological example). Additional constraints (e.g. distances and/or edge participation in cycles) are required to remove such structure. Under the additional assumption that G 0 is edge-monocyclic (edges participate in at most one cycle; see §II), we have the following result that guarantees no false positive vertices. It is important to note that K 0 must contain every cycle C 0 in G 0 . To prove the result, we leverage the tree-like quality of edge-monocyclic graphs and the local constraints met by vertices in T to construct a matching S ⊂ T . Proof. We prove that if v 0 survives local constraint checking and participates in every cycle listed in K 0 involving q 0 then an S that matches G 0 can be constructed.
Let U 0 be any vertex spanning tree of G 0 , rooted at q 0 , the unique vertex in the template for which (q 0 ) = (v 0 ). Additionally, we have R 0 , the set of edges in G 0 not in spanning tree U 0 . For each edge (q i , q j ) ∈ R 0 , we have a single length-r cycle C 0 involving (q i , q j ) and (r − 1) edges in U 0 . These |R 0 | cycles have no edge overlap by the edgemonocyclic property and |K 0 | = |R 0 |.
By Lemma 2 there exists at least one tree subgraph U in T that matches U 0 . Below, we show we are able to modify this tree within T until it yields an S that matches G 0 . If the vertex set of U is not a match, then there exists an edge (q i , q j ) in R 0 such that the corresponding vertices v i , v j in U are not connected in G. We let (q i , q j ) be the first such edge encountered in a deterministic breadth-first search tree ordering (where ties are broken by vertex number). In G 0 edge (q i , q j ) forms a cycle C 0 emanating from the edge, up the spanning tree both directions until they meet at a mutual ancestor q a . By the edge-monocylic property, the vertices in C 0 contain no more crossing edges in R 0 , in particular q i and q j are not connected to any other vertex in C 0 other than their respective parents. The vertices in U associated with those in C 0 are not involved in a cycle with the same labels. For v a to be in T there must be some other |C 0 | − 1 vertices in T that have a cycle matching C 0 , so we replace the part of U below v a with the vertices that contain the cycle (including the other generations below, as guaranteed by Lemma 2) to get a new U that still contains root v 0 . Now either U is a match or a new edge (q i , q j ) exists in R 0 such that the corresponding vertices v i , v j in U are not connected in G. In this case, we repeat the process at most |K 0 | times until we have constructed a match.
For edge-monocyclic G 0 we also have a guarantee on how many iterations of each algorithm are required for T to converge with no false positives. The previous result shows we have no false positives for edge-monocyclic G 0 if we run Alg. 3 (CC) followed by k max iterations of Alg. 2 (LCC). In practice, to benefit from efficient aggressive elimination of LCC and to minimize cycle checking, we run LCC first, then check one cycle at a time followed by LCC, repeating until all vertices participating in all cycles have had their participation in the cycles checked. This strategy takes n c r iterations of Alg. 3, where n c is the number of template cycles and r is the average cycle length.
Although beyond the scope of this paper, the current algorithms could be adapted to design new algorithms that help with more general templates, e.g. those that violate Assumption 1 and/or have denser cyclic structure.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Graph analytics problems such as pattern matching, that are fundamentally complex yet serve a rich set of applications, have been relatively unexplored in the context of large-scale processing. This paper presents our work towards scalable labeled pattern matching on massive graphs. To this end, we have developed a vertex elimination-based algorithm that excludes vertices that do not satisfy the constrains in a given pattern. We designed the algorithm for implementation within a scalable vertex-centric distributed graph framework and implemented it on the top of HavoqGT [10] . Evaluation using a 257B edge real-world web-graph and a trillion-edge synthetic R-MAT graph confirms the scalability of our solution. Additionally, we demonstrate that for a subclass of patterns (that are either acyclic or edge-monocyclic and have unique labels) and regardless, of the background graph topology result of our vertex pruning algorithms includes all the vertices that participate in a match and only them.
The experimental results confirm the potency and effectiveness of our technique to scale subgraph pattern matching to a trillion edge graph. Today, the ability to scale graph analytics to such massive graphs is relevant; a recent work reports a Facebook 'users' graph consists of more than one trillion edges [35] . Our success stems from a number of key design ingredients: aggressive vertex elimination while harnessing massive parallelism, low message overhead and lightweight per-vertex state.
Future Work. We will continue our work on enriching the feature set and performance of our pattern matching system. Our goal is to realize a framework to support: (i) a variety of pattern matching scenarios -in addition to exact matching, we want to provide support for approximate, top-k matching [1] , (ii) a richer set of subgraph patterns, e.g., patterns with repeating vertex labels and patterns with edge labels. At present, in the case of patterns with a high-concentration of cycles, the cycle checking phase becomes a bottleneck, primarily due to the high volume of tokens (messages) that have to be passed, an issue that is compounded when highdegree vertices participate in cycles.
